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1 INTRODUCTION 
In this talk we shall give a review cf our work on the construction and 

classification of N=2 Maxwell-Einstein Supergravity theories (MESGT), study of the 
underlying algebraical and geometrical structure of these theories, and their 
compact and non-compact gauging [1-6]. We shall begin by summarizing our 
construction of the N>2 MESGT's in five dimensions and give a geometrical 
interpretation to various scalar field dependent quantities in the Lagrangian, based 
on the constraints implied by supersymmetry. This will be followed by a complete 
classification of the N*2 MESGT's whose target manifolds parametrized by the 
scalar fields are symmetric spaces. These theories fall into two categories. Those 
theories whose symmetric target spaces admit a covariantly constant symmetric 
tensor T _ _ of rank three are classified by identifying the underlying Jordan 

xyz 
algebraic structure of their geometry. The relevant Jordan algebras turn out to be 
of degree three. In addition to a generic infinite class of non-simple Jordan 
algebras of degree three there exist four simple ones. The simple Jordan algebras 
are realized by 3x3 hermitian matrices over the four division algebras R. C, H and 

R C H O 
O, and denoted as J , , J , , J., and J^, respectively. The N=2 theories defined 

R C H O 
by J 3 , J 3 , J , and J , describe the coupling of 5, 8, 14 and 26 Maxwell 
multiplets to N=2 supergravity. In addition to the Jordan algebraic N=2 MESGT's 
there exist another infinite class of theories with symmetric target spaces. In the 
latter theories the symmetric tensor T _ ^ is not covariantly constant. We then 

xyz 
describe the geometry of the four dimensional N=2 MESGT's that one obtains, by 
dimensional reduction, from the MESGT's in d=5. We find that the N=2, d=4 
MESGT's whose target manifolds are symmetric spaces can all be obtained from 
the five dimensional MESGTs with symmetric target manifolds. The four osnsinKW OF n s gocuaai is iMjwa 
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dimensional N-2 MESGT's can further be dimensionally reduced to d=3, yielding 
theories whose target manifolds are quatemionic as consistent with [7]. The 
symmetry groups and geometries of the MESGT's defined by the four simple Jordan 
algebras J , , JV. J 3 aa^ * 3 m three, four and five space-time dimensions 
provide us with the groups of the famous Magic Square of Freudenthal [8], 
Rozenfeld [9]. and Tits [10] and the associated remarkable geometries. Of these 
theories, those defined by Jr, J^. and J" can be obtained by a consistent 
truncation of the maxima1 (N=8 in d=4,S and N=16 in d-3) simple supergravity in 
the respective dimensions. The N=-2 MESGT defined by the exceptional Jordan 
algebra J- of 3x3 hermitian octonionic matrices cannot be obtained by a 
truncation of the maximal simple supergravity. Like the ungagued N=8 theory in 
d»5, the exceptional N=2 theory defined by j!r may be obtainable from the eleven 
dimensional simple supergravity by dimensional reduction [6]. In the latter case 
the compactifying space will be an "exceptional" Calabi-Yau manifold. 

In the second half of our talk we shall discuss the compact and 
non-compact gaugjngs of the symmetries of the N=2 MESGT's. The problem of 
non-vanishing cosmological constant in gauged supergravity theories can be 
elegantly overcome in the framework of gauged N=2 Maxwell/Einstein or 
Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity theories. Here again the Jordan algebras play a 
crucial role in classifying gauged N»2 (d>5) Maxwell or Yang-Mffls/Einstein 
supergravity theories with vanishing potentials. Those gauged d=S 
Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity theories with vanishing potentials lead, upon 
dimensional reduction, to four dimensional Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity 
theories with a potential. However the potentials in these theories are such that in 
the ground state the cosmological constant vanishes and supersymmetry is 
spontaneously broken. 
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2 THE LAGRANGIAN OF THE N-2 MAXWELL/EINSTEIN SUPER-
GRAVirY THEORIES IN FIVE DIMENSIONS 
We consider the general coupling of an arbitrary number n of N=2 

vector (Maxwell) multiplets to pure N>2 supergravity in d=5. The pure supergravity 
involves the graviton (funfbein) e m , two gravitini i|rl and a vector field A . The 
Maxwell supermultiplet contains a vector field B , two s=r fields \ . 1 and a scalar 
field 9. The full set of fields of a general N-2 Maxwell/Einstein supergravity 
theory (MESGT) can then be labelled as follows: 

(2.1) { e P . ^ . A 1 . ^ . , * ) •u. j i u . » T J 

e i . i . . . - 1 , 2 
1.1. . . . - 0, 1 n 
a.b. . . . - 1 n 
x,y. . . . = 1 , . . . . n 

The Greek indices u. v, . . . are space-time indices and m,n, . . . are the 
corresponding tangent space indices. We use the mostly plus metric (-. +, +, +, +). 
The SU{2) indices i, j , . . . of supersymmetry are raised and lowered with the 
symplectic metric E ^ = - c* where e . , = c = 1. The n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold parametrized by the scalar fields <px will be denoted as M and its metric 
as gL^. The letters x, y, . . . and a, b, . . . will refer to curved and tangent space 
indices on M, respectively. The n-bein f* on M can be used to convert these 
indices into each other: 

^ ^ 8 a b = g x y 
(2.2) 

We denote the spin connection on M as Q . 
The Lagrangian describing the coupling of n Maxwell multiplets to 

pure supergravity is [2] 



1 -I _ .^v?c-\ x _ < 
— e C e p F Ax + — e <: £ F V R : A ^ 4 iW. W™^ 

where e = det e m and we set the gravitational coupling constant K equal to one. 
The four Fermi terms may be found in reference [2]. The supersynimetry 
transformation laws of the fields are: 

?e = -L e r u> . 

- ±. r V ( v r ,\ ) + -L £

J C V C >s) 

(2.4) 
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•v ," , X. _ L a. 

where the circuniflex indicates supercovariantization. The field strength F is 
simply ( 3 ^ - a^A^). The quantities hj, h l . h j a , h a , T ^ and ^ are all 
functions of the n scalar fields * x . The tensors C..„ and T^j^ are completely 
symmetric tensors. The C u „ is a constant tensor as required by the Abelian gauge 
invariance of the action under 

A 1 -»AX + 3 A1 (2.5) 
u u u 

The invariance of the action under supersymmetry and closure of the 
supersymmetry algebra on-shell imposes certain algebraic and differential 
constraints among these quantities in the Lagrangian. They are: 

CI =. I* h 4- U U 

h 1 V\x = 1 

fo „. V)_ - h T h -

1 Vi ^_ . . 
«. b i f <* l b 

h, U, a - _ ^ ^ h U_. - ^ C v b I2-5) 

c i r .=f^^- i-w^o-^c *c ̂  £ 



X 
x. 

The algebraic constraints in (2.6) imply that 

a , jh =hj 

- J -
(2.7) 

The differential constraints in (2.6) together with the requirement of the constancy 
of C, , „ determine the covariant derivative of the tensor T _ on M as UK xyz 

Txyz;u " ' f * * f r y g z * ~ 2 T (xy * " ^ W < 2 8 > 

Furthermore the intestability conditions for the differential constraints determine 
f x y z u ' the Riemann curvature tensor K of the scalar manifold M in terms of e ^ and 

xyz' 

4 w 
*icyzu = 3 {eHnszif+ Txfu Tz]yw } ( 2 9 ) 
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3 THE GEOMETRY OF N-2 MESGT'S IN d>5 
Using the algebraic and differential constraints imposed by 

supersymmetry one can give a geometrical interpretation of various quantities in 
the Lagrangian. Referring for proofs and details to reference [2] we outline here 
the resulting geometrical picture. 

Firstly, the constraint 

S x y - h x h y a I J ~ 2 h , x h . y 6 * y 

suggests strongly that the metric g „ of the scalar manifold M, referred to as the 
target manifold, may be the induced metric of an hypersurface in an (n+1) 
dimensional space. In reference [2] we have proven that this is indeed the case. 
The target manifold M can always be interpreted as an hypersurface of an (n+1) 
dimensional space C whose coordinates V are functions of the n scalar fields <p 
and an additional coordinate N Le., £ = f (V.N) or conversely N = N ( 0 and v x = 
<p*(!n. The Riemarmian manifold M is simply the N(£T = 1 hypersurface of C 
whose metric has the simple form: 

a j j . - l a j B j l n N K ) (3.1) 

where 3. means partial differentiation with respect to I . The symmetric tensor 
a., appearing in the Lagrangian is just the metric a., evaluated at the hypersurface 
N»l: 

a u «p) = a I J ( 5 ) l N = 1 (3.2) 

The scalar field dependent (n+1) vectors h.(<p) and h Op) are simply 

(3.3, 

The second fundamental form of the hypersurface vanishes and the Gauss-Codazzi 

equations determine the curvature of the hypersurface to be precisely the one 
given by Eq. (2.9). The symmetric tensor T defined on M is obtained from the 

xyz symmetric constant tensor C..„ by 

W^X^K GL4) 
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One can furthermore prove that the "kernel function" N(£ ) is an homogeneous 
polynomial of degree three determined by the tensor C.,„: 

N(|) = ( f ) 3 ' * C I J K l l lS 5 K (3.5) 

The positivity of the kinetic energy term of the vector fields requires that L , be 
positive definite. Thus locally a., can be brought to the form 6., by a field 
redefinition. We shall call the point c on M at which L , | „ = a.. 1 = 6. , the base 
point. The base point c satisfies 

N(c) = 1 (3.6) 

The Eqs. (3.1) through (3.5) show that all the scalar field dependent 
quantities in the Lagrangian can be given a geometrical meaning. The remarkable 
feature of the resulting geometrical picture is the fact that the N=2 MESGT is 
completely characterized by the constant symmetric tensor C»j K - The only 
constraint on the tensor C . , K is that it leads to a positive definite kinetic energy 
term for the vector fields via Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). If we choose the base point c as 
i f ? c = (J™ 0, 0, . . . ) then the most general N compatible with the positivity of a., 

has the form 

N(?) = ( f ) 3 ' 2 [(€»)3 - | | ° f a | b 8 a b + C ^ ^ l V ] (3.7) 

where the coefficients C . (a,b, . . . = 1, . . . , n) are completely arbitrary. 
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4 THE CLASSIFICATION OF N»2 MESGT's IN d=5 
The classification of N=2 MESGT's is equivalent to the classification 

of possible target manifolds M parametrised by the scalar fields. As explained 
above the n-dimensional manifold M can always be interpreted as the N=l 
hypersurface of an (n+1) dimensional space C with the metric given by (3.1). The 
classification of Riemanhian spaces C with a cubic homogeneous "kernel function" 
is, in the general case, a very difficult problem. However, we have been able to 
give a complete classification when the target manifold is a symmetric space [2, 6]. 

Let us first classify those MESGT's for which the symmetric tensor 
T _ _ defined on M is covariantly constant. The covariant constancy of T 
implies the algebraic constraint 

T (xy Tz)uw = 2hvrezyi ( 4 1 ) 

It also follows from the expression (2.9) for the Riemaxm tensor on M. that 

i.e.. that M is a locally symmetric space. The Eq. (4.1) leads to the following 
scalar curvature K=g l a J iB y V Kj W W 

K=-[ |n (n -2 ) + T x T l c ] (4.3) 

where T x = T g* 2. For n=l, K vanishes and T T* = h For n=2. the Eq. (4.1) 
implies that T = 0 and K vanishes. For n>2, the target manifold M is a space of 
negative definite scalar curvature. 

The identity (4.1) that follows from the covariant constancy of T ^ is 
xyz 

equivalent to the following identity for the symmetric tensor C„ „ [2]: 
C CJ(MN CPQ)K = 6(M CNPQ) ( 4 4 ) 

where the indicies I, J , . . . are raised and lowered with the metric a., and its 
U 1 J 

inverse a . Using the identity (4.4) and the constraints (2.6) one can prove that 
the cubic "kernel function" N(£) can be identified with the norm form of a formally 
real Jordan algebra of degree three. (For proof of this result we refer the reader 
to reference [2fi. Therefore the classification of N=2 MESGT's whose scalar 
manifolds are symmetric spaces with a covariantly constant tensor T is reduced 

xyz 
to the classification of formally real Jordan algebras of degree three. 

Before classifying Jordan algebras of degree three let us recall some 
of the basic facts about them. A (commutative) Jordan algebra J is defined as an 
algebra with a symmetric product. 
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x » y « y « x = z ; x,y, z, c J (< 5) 

and for which the Jordan identity 

x «(y • x 2 ) = (x • y) • x* (4-6) 

is satisfied. The classic examples of simple Jordan algebras are the n x n hermitian 
matrices over the associative division algebras, i.e., the real numbers R, the 
complex numbers C and the quaternions H. with the product • being one-half the 
anti-commutator. These algebras were originally introduced by P. Jordan in order 
to give a novel formulation of quantum mechanics in terms of density matrices. U 
'•••is hoped that this new formulation in terms of a symmetric product that 
preserves the hermiticity of hermitian operators corresponding to observables 
would generalize the Hubert space formulation of quantum mechanics. In their 
classic work, Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner [11] showed that, but for one 
exceptional case, all finite dimensional Jordan algebras can be realized in teims of 
associative matrices with the product • being one-half the anti-commutator. The 
exception [12] is the algebra of 3 x 3 hermitian matrices over the octonicns O, with 
the product being one-half the anti-commutator. This is the "exceptional" Jordan 
algebra, denoted as J , , all others being referred to as "special". Recently. 
Zelmanov has proved that there are no infinite dimensional Jordan algebras which 
are exceptional [13]. Hence, the exceptional Jordan algebra is truly unique. Thus, 
with the exception of this unique case, the Jordan formulation of quantum 
mechanics is equivalent to the Hubert space formulation a la Dirac. It was 
relatively recently proven that one can Implement all the axioms of quantum 
mechanics over J, and the corresponding quantum mechanics was called the 
octonionic quantum mechanics [14]. The distinguishing feature of the octonionic 
quantum mechanics is that it hss no Hubert space realization. 

In the sixties, the quadratic formulation of Jordan idsefcras was 
developed [15, 16]. This formulation is based on the quadratic operator U 
associated with an element x of a Jordan algebra defined by 

U x y = l x y x } (4.7) 

where {x y z ] is the Jordan triple product defined as 

{x y z ) = x«(y«z) + z»(y»x) - (x»z) »y = {z y x ) (4.8) 

In this formulation, the axioms for a unital Jordan algebra (i.e., with an identity 
element e) are 
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Ql: U e = l 

<?2: U u ^ = U x U y U x ^4.9) 

Q3-. U x l y x z } = {CU^y)2x) 

where the triple product { x y z } is defined in terms of the quadratic operator as 

{ x y z } = [ U ( x + z r U x _ U 2 l y (4.10) 

The Jordan formulation of quantum mechanics has been extended to the quadratic 
Jordan formulation [17]. The novelty of the quadratic formulation of quantum 
mechanics is its applicability to the case of octomooic quantum mechanics as well 
as those cases for which a Hubert space formulation exists. 

From a mathematical point of view an important property of the 
quadratic formulation of Jordan algebras is the existence of a norm form N for 
every Jordan algebra which satisfies the composition law: 

NCU ŷ) = N*(x) N(y) (4.11) 

In fact the theory cf quadratic Jordan algebras can be reformulated in terms of the 
norm function alone [18], We shall refer to the construction of Jordan algebras of 
degree three in terms of the cubic norm function as Freudenthal - McCrimmon -
Springer - Tits construction [19]. In our proof [2] that the kernel function N(£) 
defined by the symmetric tensor C , , K satisfying (4.4) can be identified with the 
norm form of a Jordan algebra of degree three we used this construction. 

The invariance group of the norm form of a Jordan algebra J is called 
the reduced structure group and denoted as Str (J). The subgroup of Str (J) that 
leaves the identity element of J invariant is the automorphism group, Aut(J), of J. 
The N=l hypersurface of the space C whose Kernel function N(f) is identified with 
the norm form of a Jordan algebra J will simply be the quotient space 

S t r 0 (J) 
M - -j^ar ( 4 1 2 ) 

The space C in this case is called the self-adjoint convex homogeneous cone of the 
associated Jordan algebra J. The Christofel connection I"-, of the cone C at the 
base point coincides with the structure constants of J. If we choose a basis e, for J 
then 
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*1 * e J " r u K e K : I. J. . - - - 0 . 1 n ( 4 1 3 ) 

The Christofel connection T,, (x) at any other point x is given by the structure 

constants of an isotope of the Jordan algebra i .e . . 

{ ej x e j } = Tj _, K ( x ) e R (4.14) 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of J and the vector 

fields A of the corresponding MESGT. Similarly, there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the scalar fields of the theory (or rather the functions 

h.(«p)), and the elements of J which have norm one. 

Let us now list the Jordan algebras of degree three [20], their norm 

forms and the target manifolds M of the corresponding N=2 MESGTs. 

1. J = R, where R stands for real numbers. 

N = a 3 ; a e R (4.15) 

This case corresponds to pure d=S supergravity. 

2. J = R 9 T 

where V is the Jordan algebra of a quadratic form 0 with a base point. In a 

physicist's language r is the Jordan algebra of Dirac -r-matrices in (n-1) 

dimensions with the product being one-half the anti-commutator. In this case 

N = a Q (x) (4.16) 

where a e R. The positivity of a . , requires the quadratic form Q(x) to have 

signature (+, - , - , . . . , - ) . These Jordan algebras exist for any n. Thus we refer to 

this class as the generic class. The scalar field manifold in the generic case is 

S O ( n - l , l ) x S O ( l , l ) 
N _ SO(n-l) l , - i , j 

3 . In addition to the above possibilities there exist four simple 

Jordan algebras of degree three with irreducible norm forms. They are generated 

by 3 x 3 hermitjan matrices over the four division algebras A = R, C, H and O and 

denoted as J , . The scalar field manifolds in these cases are 

J- J R J C J H J ° 
j . J 3 J 3 J 3 J 3 

S L ( I . R ) SU3 ,C) - S U V S ) E6C-Z6> 
M: SO(3) %OlZ) U-SpCo") Fjj. 
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The corresponding N>2 MESGTs describe the coupling of n=S. 8. 14, and 26 
Maxwell multiplets to supergravity, respectively. Note that for these theories the 
non-compact symmetry group G is simple and all the (n+1) vector fields, including 
the one from the graviton supermultiplet, transform as a single irreducible 
representation under G. Hence, there is a true unification between gravity and 
Maxwell sector in these four theories, that is absent in the generic case. 

The above list exhausts all the possible N=2 MESGTs whose target 
manifolds M are symmetric spaces with a covariantly constant tensor T . The 

xyz 
covariant constancy of T _ implies the covariant constancy of the Riemann 
curvature tensor K . This raises the question as to whether there exist any 

xyzu ^ * 
MESGT's with a. covariantly constant K but without T _ being covariantly 

xyzu xyz 
constant. Recently we have found an infinite class of such theories [6]. The target 
manifold in these theories are irreducible and have the form 

M SOto.l) . . 1 Q . 
M = SO(n) ( 4 1 9 ) 

These theories exist for any n and we refer to them as non-Jordan generic class of 
MESGT's. Togethe with the theories defined by Jordan algebras of degree three 
these theories exhaust all possible N=2 MESGT's whose target mamfolds are 
symmetric spaces. The proof of this result [6] is somewhat indirect and uses the 
fact that upon dimensional reduction they give all the N=2 MESGT's with a 
symmetric target manifold in d=4, which were classified in reference [21]. 

In addition to theones with target manifolds which are symmetric 
spaces, we found N=2 MESGT's whose target mamfolds are instanton-like and 
interpolate between two symmetric target mamfolds [6]. We call such supergravity 
theories as "kinky" MESGTs since for n=l the target manifold corresponds to the 
well-known kink solution of a (1+1) dimensional field theory [6]. For higher n the 
"kinky" target manifolds are related to holomorphic maps between two bounded 
symmetric domains. 
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5 FOUR DIMENSIONAL N=2 MAXWELL-EINSTEIN SUPERGRAVTTY 
THEORIES 
An N=2 MESGT in 4*5 with n Maxwell multiplets leads, upon 
r< 

field content 
dimensional reduction on S , to a four dimensional N=2 MESGT with the following 

« - 2 | 1 I 0 
d = 5 1 2 (n+1) 2n n 
d = 4 1 2 (n+2) 2(n+l) 2(n+l) 

Of the additional (n+2) scalar fields of the four dimensional theory (n+1) scalar 
fields come from the vector fields A and one from the graviton 
e m * 
u in d=5. The kinetic energy term of the scalar fields in d=4 has the form [2] 

L s c a l a r s - l e u V 1 3 1 1 ^ ( 5 l ) 

where the complex scalar fields Z are simply 

Z = (A + i h1) (5.2) 

I ^1 1 
The A are the scalar fields that come from the vector fields in d=5 andh i s a 

, j i2 
e h (cj>) where a is the scalar field coming from the graviton and h (<j>) are the (n+1) 
quantiUtes that appear in the Lagrangian of the 5 -dimensional theory and satisfy 
the constraint 

N(hI) = ( | ) 3 / : ! C I J K h I h J h K = l (5.3) 

AT 
This implies that the (n+1) vector h satisfies 

N A = ( | ) 3 / 2 e 3 O > 0 (5.4) 

The metric g,, of the target manifold in d=4 is Kahler and the Kahler potential is 
given by the cubic polynomial N [2]: 

d-zr 3 z j * z-<- ' {5-5) 

Let us now consider the reduction of the N=2 MESGTs defined by 
Jordan algebras of degree three. The target manifold D of the corresponding four 
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dimensional N^2 MESGT's are parametrized by complex scalar fields Z which can 
be taken to be the coordinates of an element of the complexified Jordan algebra 
BU): 

D(J)-J+iC(J) (5.6) 

Z - Z ^ - A 1 ^ + i h'ej E IXJ) 

The norm of the imaginary part of the complexified Jordan algebra is positive as 
given in (S.4). Therefore the target manifold D is simply the Koecher half-space of 
the Jordan algebra J [22]. The Koecher half-space of a Jordan algebra J is simply 
the generalization of the concept of the upper half-plane over the complex 
numbers to Jordan algebras. Just as the complex upper half-plane can be mapped 
into the interior of the unit circle by a Cayley transformation, the Koecher 
half-space of a (formally real) Jordan algebra can also be mapped into a bounded 
symmetric domain [23]. Every such bounded symmetric domain is isomorphic to an 
hermitian symmetric space [23]. These hermitian symmetric spaces are of the form 

iXJ) = -Medl f 5 7 ) 
Strtf) 

where Mo(J) is the special linear fractional group of the Jordan algebra J and Str(J) 
refers to the compact form of the structure group of J. The group Mo(J) is 
sometimes referred to as the superstructure group or the Mobius group. The group 
Str(J) is a direct product of the compact reduced structure group Sir (J) with a 
U(l) factor. Below we list the scalar field manifolds of the four dimensional N=2 
MESGT's obtained by dimensional reduction frim the (d=5) MESGTs defined by 
Jordan algebras of degree three. 

Generic Jordan case: J=R*r 

, v R e n _ S(Xn.2hcSO(2.1) 
D t R W I ' " SO(nbtSO(2)xSCX2) ( : , - 8 ) 

The simple Jordan Algebras J = J^. J3. j " and J°: 

u l J 3 J 0(3) 

(^ SU(3,3) 
* * J 3 ' S(U(3)xU(3)) l b v ) 

IL_ SO»(12) 
U^J3'- U(6) 
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As in five dimensions, the target manifolds are irreducible for those theories 
defined by simple Jordan algebras J , . In four dimensions the non-compact 
symmetry groups G act via dualities i.e. the field strengths of the vector fields and 
their duals transform into each other under G. For the N=2 theories defined by 
J^ the field strengths and their duals together form a single irreducible 
representation of the simple non-compact symmetry group. 

The generic non-Jordan MESGTs in d=5 with the target manifold 
SO(n,l)/SO(n) reduce in d=4 to the N=2 theories constructed by Luciani [24] and 
have non-compact complex projective planes as their target manifold in d=4: 

D = « (5.10) 

The N=2 MESGT's defined by Jordan algebras together with the 
generic non-Jordan theories exhaust the list of possible four dimensional MESGT's 
whose target manifolds are symmetric spaces [21]. Thus all the four dimensional 
N~2 MESGT's with symmetric target spaces have their origin in d=S f61. 
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6 THE MAGIC SQUARE AND THE EXCEPTIONAL N=2 MESGT 
The four dimensional N»2 MESGTs listed in the previous section can 

be further reduced down to three space-time dimensions. Since the AbelUn vector 
fields are dual to scalar fields in &«3 a MESGT with (n+1) vector multiplets in d=4 
reduces, after duality transformations, to a theory of (n+2) N=4 matter multiplets 
coupled to N-4 supergravity in d-3. The MESGTs defined by simple Jordan 
algebras J A of degree three have, upon reduction to d=3, the following target 
manifolds K parametrized by the scalar fields. 

K l J 3 ' Sp(6)xSp(2) 

C 6(2*1 
K ( J 3 } = SU(6)xSU(2) ( 6 1 ) 

K f , H , . E 7 ( - S ) 
*v3 ' SO(12)xSO(2) 

w . O , _ E8{-24) 
M J 3 ' ' E7xSU(2) 

Note that all these manifolds are quaternionic as consistent with the 
results of reference [7]. 

To summarize let us now list the symmetry groups of the N=2 
MESGT's defined by simple Jordan algebras J, of degree three in 3, 4 and 5 
dimensions. 

J = J R 
J 3 'I 'S *°3 A = 

d=5 (compact) SO(3) SU(3) USp(6) F 4 R 
d=5 (non-compact) S1(3;R) S1(3,C) SU*(6) E 6 { - 2 6 ) C 

d=4 (non-compact) Sp(6;R) SU(3,3) SO*{12) ^ ( - 2 5 ) H 
d=3 (non-compact) F 4 ( 4 ) E 6(2 ) E 7 ( - 5 ) E 8 ( - 2 4 ) O 

We see that the above square is precisely the Magic Square of Freudenthal. 
Rozenfeld and Tits [8-10]. The groups that appear in this square are the symmetry 
groups of some remarkable geometries discovered by the mathematicians. The 
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groups of the first row are the symmetry groups of 2 dimensional elliptic 
geometries over the division algebras R. C, H and O respectively. Second row 
contains the symmetry groups of two dimensional projective geometries over R, C 
H and O. Third row gives the symmetry groups of five dimensional symplectic 
geometries over the four division algebras. Finally the last row has the symmetry 
groups of metasympLectic geometries over R, C H and O [25]. 

Because of their connection to the Magic Square we refer to the N=2 
R C H O 

MESGTs defined by J , , J . , J ' and J" in various dimensions as the magical 
N-2 supergravity theories (N=4 in d-3). Remarkably enough, of the magical 

R C H 
theories those defined by J , , J^ and J ' can be obtained by a consistent 
truncation of the maximal simple, ungauged N=8 (N=-16 in d=3) supergravity theory 
in the respective dimension. However the N=2 MESGT defined by the exceptional 
Jordan algebra J- can not be obtained by a truncation of the N=8 theory. In this 
sense the exceptional N=2 theory goes "beyond'' the maximal N=8 supergravity 
theory. The exceptional N=2 theory and the N=8 theory have many common 
features. Firstly, they are both unified theories in the sense that there is a 
symmetry relating every field with any other field in it. They both have the 
exceptional groups of the E series as their symmetry groups in d=3, 4 and 5. 
However the real forms of these exceptional groups are different for the 
exceptional N*2 and the N<8 theory. To compare these theories we list below their 
field content and non-compact (G) and compact (H) symmetry groups in S and 4 
dimensions: 

s = 2 3/2 1 1/2 0 G H 

(d=5)J° 1 2 27 52 26 E 6 ( - 2 6 ) F 4 
(d=S)N=8 1 8 27 48 42 E 6{6) Sp(8) 
(d-4)J° 1 2 28 54 54 E 7 ( - 2 5 ) E^rtJd) 

(d=4)N-8 1 8 28 56 70 E 7 ( 7 ) SU(8) 

In reference [6], we have argued that the exceptional N=2 MESGT in d»5 might be 
obtainable from the 11-dimensional simple supergravity by compactification on an 
exceptional Calabi-Yau manifold. Thus the exceptional theory should be thought 
of as the N=2 supersymmetric "cousin" of the N=8 theory. 
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7 GAUGING THE d-S MESGT's 
For a. MESGT with a symmetric target space G/H the full rigid 

symmetry group of the action is G x SU(2), the SU(2) factor arising from the SU(2) 
automorphism group of the dVS supersymmetry algebra. We have, therefore, 
essentially two different ways to introduce «njnjiri»i couplings for some of the (n+1) 
vector fields A ; either we gauge a subgroup of G or we gauge a subgroup of SU(2) 
(it is possible to do both at the same time, but we shall discuss this later on). Both 
routes lead to interesting results so we shall discuss them in turn, starting with the 
SU(2). 

It is quite likely that the full SU(2) group can be gauged, but as yet we 
have only constructed models for which a U(l) subgroup is gauged. The U(l) gauge 
field is taken to be 

A vtU(l)] - A^Vj (7.1) 

i.e.. a linear combination of the (n+1) vector fields that is determined by the 
constants v.. These constants can be thought of as a vector in the vector space 
spanned by the one-forms A = dx uA . As we have seen, this vector space is in 
fact a Jordan algebra in most cases of interest, so that the constants v. can also be 
thought of as the components of an element v of this algebra. This interpretation 
simplifies enormously the subsequent analysis. Let us remark, at this juncture, on 
the difference between the gauging of a U(l) subgroup of SU(2) and the full SU(2). 
What makes the gauging of U(l) relatively simple is that the U(l) gauge field (7.1) 
is U(l) inert, as it should be, because the A1 belong to a representation of G. and 
not of SU(2). But gauge fields of SU(2) cannot be SU(2) inert. This does not mean 
that SU(2) cannot be gauged, but that in order to do so one has to identify the SU(2) 
gauge group as the diagonal subgroup of the SU(2) automorphism group and an SU(2) 
subgroup of G. In this case the distinction between gaugings of SU(2) and gaugings 
of G is lost. It is interesting to note that this distinction is in any case a special 
feature of the N=2 MESGT's because for N=4. the target space is uniquely 

with the SO(S) =Sp_ factor being the dU5 N̂ =4 supersymmetry automorphism group. 
Models in which an SU(2) or U(2) subgroup of SO(5)C SO(5,n) is gauged have been 
constructed [26,27]. 

Returning to the gauging of U(l) in the N=2 MESGT's, one proceeds by 
simple covariantization of the action. Supersymmetry wul then be broken by terms 
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proportional to the U(l) gauge coupling constant g, but can be restored by the 
addition to the action of new g-dependent gauge invariant terms. If the 
gravitational constant K multiplies the entire action, all boson fields are 
dimensionless and the coupling constant g has dimensions of mass. Then, on 
dimensional grounds, the number of g-dependent additions to the action is limited 
to a scalar potential of order g 2 and f ermion mass terms of order g [4, 5]. 

In fact we find that supersymmetry requires the addition of 

, - ' " i t r . c i C-3) 

where 

P o = 2 h I V P a = ̂ h I v I ( 7 - 4 ) 

and the scalar potential P is given by 

P = - P* + P a P a (7.Sa) 

= VJVJ (- 4b1 h J + 2h I a h J a ) (7.5b) 

= - 4 C I J K v 1 v ; I h K ( » ) (7.5c) 

where the last step follows from the expression (2.6) for C.,„ and the 
orthogonality of h, andh. Now 

_UK H- JJ' KK' r ,_ , , 

C = a a a C.,.,,,, ('-6) 

is not necessarily constant as a is v-dependent. In fact a calculation yields 

C U K = 3 h I a h J b h K c T ^ . (7.7) 
,x abc;x UK We see that C is constant if T - , is covariantly constant, Le., if the target 

space is of Jordan-type. Supposing this to be the case we see that 
C U K = C U K (7.8) 

by evaluating (7.6) at the base point of M where aj , = 8 „ . In this case, therefore, 
the 9-dependence of the potential (7.5c) comes only from the h«r(v) factor and we 
can write it as 
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P W - - 4 B - 1 v # I h I ( » ) (7-9) 

#1 # 
where v are the coefficients of the dual element v of v in the Jordan algebra. 
The dual element v is defined as the Freudenthal product x of v with itself [5]: v 

#1 # #1 UK /2 1 

= v x v. The components v of v are given by v = BC v , v„ with g = J j . 
The critical points of this potential are given by 

v ^ c > - ° - # I = -^c*V> ( 7 1 0 ) 

From the result that 

N(x #) = N a M (7.11) 

for any element x of a degree three Jordan algebra we can see that (7.10) has no 
solution unless the norm of -Ph is positive semi-definite. But N(-Ph) = - P3N(h) = 
- OP) , which is positive semi-definite if P is negative semi-definite. 

Now using the differential constraints on h and the form (7.5a) for P it 
is not difficult to show that P(v) satisfies the second order differential equation 

P . x : y - B T x y Z p , z - B 2 8 x y

P = 0 " t7-12) 

At a critical point P ( 2 = 0 and this reduces to 

p . x y i - -B»g*xyP(»c) ( 7 1 3 > 
T c 

which shows that any critical point of P(<p) is a maximum. It follows that there can 
#1 be at most one critical point. Suppose that P < 0, then v is a positive multiple of 

I # 
h which implies that v is an element of C(J). the convex cone of the Jordan 
algebra, to this case one can bring v to a positive multiple of c by the action of 
Str (J), and since any change of scale of v can be absorbed into the definition of 
g, one can take v = c- In this case v = +c, but the sign can again be absorbed into 
the definition of g. so that without loss of generality we can take 

v = c (7.14) 

Then h (» c ) = Be from (7-10) (i.e., <p are the coordinates on M of the base point c) 
and 

P(»C) = - ' « " : J (7.15) 

If, on the other hand P > 0, thenv cannot be an element of C(J), and conversely if 
v is not in C(J) then P> 0 and there is no critical point-
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What about the intermediate situation where P(9 ) = 0. In this case 
(7.12) shows that if • is a critical point P must vanish identically. It then follows 
from (7.9) that 

v* = 0 (7.16) 

In fact for F to vanish at any point, this must be true, so that if P vanishes at any 
point t i M it vanishes identically. In many ways this is the most interesting 
possibility. For example, it would allow us to take (Minkowski), x S 1 as the ground 
state. But are there any non-trivial solutions to (7.16). To answer this question we 
can appeal to a theorem on Jordan algebras, namely that v = 0 implies that v is 
proportional to a primitive idempotent of J. This is an element E of J satisfying 

E o E =E 

tr(E) =1 (7.17) 

and a Jordan algebra of degree v has precisely u independent primitive 
idempotents. If the elements of J are represented by 3 x 3 matrices (possible for 
JV), then the E_ UA. 2, 3, are simply the diagonal matrices with +1 in one position 
and zero in the other two. They constitute a partition of unity 

3 
c = £ % (7.18) 

i=l 

For the magical MESGTs all three choices for v proportional to an idempotent are 
essentially equivalent, so that there are precisely two different circumstances 
under which the potential has a critical point; v=c and v=E. 

If P<0 the ground state is obviously d=5 anti- de Sitter space (AdS),. 
At the critical point (the base point if v=c) P vanishes and P = - Pf- For 
fluctuations about this point 

-a y? (as P C =* "5" p »)• w n i c n I s precisely of the form required for positivity of the 
energy [28], so that the (AdS). background solution is stable. One can also show 
that supersymmetry is preserved, so that the full symmetry group of the ground 
state is the N=2 (AdS)s supergroup SU(2,2/1)3 [SU(2,2) = SO(4,2)] 8 U(l). But as v 
is not a singlet of Str (J)theStr (J) is broken down to its subgroup Aut(J). 
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If P=0 then any five dimensional Ricci flat space can be chosen as the 
ground state, e.g.. (Minkowski),, but in all cases supersymmetry is spontaneously 
broken. This can be seen, for example, from the facts that v /0 => P #0 but P is 
the coefficient of the gravitim mass term and a non-zero mass term in a 
Minkowski background means that supersymmetry is broken. But because the 
potential vanishes identically the scale of this breaking is not fixed. This is 
therefore, a "no-scale" model. By taking the ground state to be (Minkowski), x S x 

one has an N-2, d=4 "no-scale" snpergravity similar to the popular N=l models 
[29]. Such models have been subsequently constructed directly in d~4 [30]. For 
gaugings with vanishing potentials, the Str (J) is broken down to a subgroup, but 
this time the subgroup is non-compact. For the magical MESGTs the surviving 
symmetry group is a parabolic subgroup of the form Sl(2,A)© A* where A = R, C. 
H. O and A 2 stands for an Abelian group of dimension twice that of dim. A. 

An interesting fact is that the mathematics underlying the analysis of 
the surviving symmetry group in the two cases v = c(P<0) or v = E(P=0) is 
essentially that of determining the "little group" for massive or massless irreps. 
respectively, of the "Lorentz group" Str (J), with P (= cosmological constant) 
playing the role of mass and C(J) playing the role of the forward light cone. 

We shall now turn to the other type of gauging in which a subset of the 
A are used to gauge a subgroup of G = Str (J). By far the simplest case is when 
the gauge group K G is such that the (n+1) dimensional representation of G is the 
adjoint of K. because then there are no "left-over" vectors in other representations 
of the gauge group. It is easy to see that this can happen only if the gauge group K 
is non-compact because a compact gauge group would have to be a subgroup of H = 
Aut(J) but the (n+T) representation of Str (J) is the reducible n 9 1 representation 
of Aut(J). The ganging of a non-compact group does not conflict with unitarity (or 
eqirivalently, positivity of the energy), if the non-compact symmetries are 
non-linearly realized, and if one allows for "non-nunimal" kinetic terms for the 
vectors fields. This is a common state of affairs in supergravity models, and in 
particular is a feature of the d=S MESGT's. Apart from simplicity, there is another 
motivation for non-compact gauge groups: as we emphasized the "magical" 
MESGT's are unified theories, but this property will be lost in gauging unless the 
irreducible (n + 1) representation of Str (J) remains irreducible in the reduction of 
Str (J) to K. This requires that K be a simple non-compact group. We also require 
the (ml) representation of Str (J) to be the adjoint representation of K. of course. 

These requirements are extremely restrictive. In fact there is a 
unique Jordan algebraic MESGT in d~S that meets them: this is the theory defined 
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by the Jordan algebra Ji of 3x3 bermitian quatemiooic matrices [3]. The vector 
fields of this theory Uiat transform as the 15 of the reduced structure group SU (6) 
fall into the adjoint representation of its subgroup SO (6) = SU(3,1). Thus gauging 

u 
the SU(3.1) symmetry of the magical J" theory preserves its irreducibility. The 
construction of this model is not as straightforward as that of the U(l) gauged 
model described earlier, because of the problem of finding the correct non-Abelian 
extension of the eFFA term in the action. This problem was solved some time ago 
in the context of d=3 Yang-Mills theories with gauge invariant mass terms and the 
resolution is basically the same here. The c FFA term must be replaced by the 
SU(3.1) Chem-Simons term: 

where A = gA t.. t. being the representation matrices of the generators of 
SU(3.1). The trace over the first term just produces the cubic symmetric invariant 
term of SU(3,1) (the d-symbols), which is proportional to Cj.„. The coefficients in 
(7.20) are confirmed by a check of supersymmetry, but as for the U(l) gauging 
additional g-dependent, but gauge invariant, terms must be added to the 
Lagrangian. In fact, only one term need be added, and this is 

v 
where f.. are the SU(3.1) structure constants. In particular, no scalar potential 
and no gravitino mass terms are required. This is essentially because the gravitini 
are inert under Str (1), and because there is no scalar potential term for the d=5 
super Yang-Mills theory in the absence of supergravity. 

For any choice of the ground state, e.g d*5 Minkowski space, the 
SU(3,1) gauge group is broken down to its maximal compact subgroup SU(3)xU(l). 
The adjoint representation of SU(3.1) decomposes under is SU(3) subgroup as 

IS = 8 + 1 + 3 + 3 (7.22) 

The gauge fields associated with the non-compact generators (3 + 3) acquire a mass 
via a " geometrical" Higgs mechanism and form a m»crivi- vector supermultiplet 
with a central charge. The significance of the additional term (7.21) is that it 
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gives a mass to the s =• | fields transforming in the (3 + 3) representation of SU(3). 
These are the superpartners of the massive vectors (an N*2 massive vector multiplet 
with central charge in d=5 consisting of & pair of vectors and a pair of s = ^ fields 
only). The singlet gauge field occurring in the decomposition (7.22) is j ist the 
graviphoton and tbe U(l) charge it couples to is just this central charge. Thus the 
SU(3.1) ganged j " theory can also he considered as an SU(3) gauged MESGT 
coupled to a (3+3) of centrally charged vector supermultiplets, with a gauged central 
charge. This can be truncated to a simpler SU(3) gauged MESGT. which is in fact an 
SU(3) gauging of tbe J^ theory [5]. 

Both the SU(3) gauged J^ and the SU(3,1) gauged j " models have the 
feature that consistency of the quantum theory forces a quantization condition on 

3 
the dimensionless ratio g / c of gauge coupling constant and the gravitational 
constant. As in the analogous three dimensional case [31], the Chern-Simons term 
in the action is invariant under gauge transformations connected to the identity, but 
not necessarily under those not connected to tbe identity. In fact, if A -» U _ i A U 

-1 U 3 U, then L c _ s changes by a multiple of 
u v. 

tr l O T ^ U ) (U- 1 9 v U) ( U _ 1 3 p U ) (IT ̂ U ) ( U - 1 a v U ) ) 

which is an integer (the "winding number" of U) for suitably chosen normalization 
V. This integer is an element of the fifth homotopy group n_(SU(3.1)) in the J™ 

c theory and an element of 12_(SU(3)) for the J^ theory, In fact 

n5(su(3,i)) = ns(so(3)) = z (7.24) 

As the action is required to be gauge-invariant only modulo the addition of 2ir for 
gauge invariance of the path integral defining the quantum theory, this leads to a 
quantization condition on the coefficient of L._ «.- This coefficient is a multiple of 
3 -1 <-" : > 

g ' • 

In the three dimensional case, the quantization condition occurs when 
n 3 of the gauge group is non-trivial, and IL = Z for all simple groups. The 
quantization condition is also affected by the presence of Majorana fertmons, an 
odd number of them shifts the quantization condition by one-half unit [32], but for 
d=5 one can not have Majorana fenmons (the SU(2) symplectic-Majorana fennions 
that we employ are equivalent to Dirac femnons and serve only to make manifest 
the symplectic SU(2) invariance.) 
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It is not possible to preserve the iireducibility of the exceptional N=2 
MESGT defined by J 3 by gauging a simple subgroup of the Eg ,_ 2 6 1 symmetry in 
dxS. This is because the exceptional theory has 27 vector fields and there is no 27 
dimensional simple subgroup of E~,_2g% under which the vector fields transform in 
the adjoint representation. (In fact there is no simple group of dimension 27). The 
"naive" gauging of the exceptional theory, analogous to the SU(3,1) e»"cine of the 
J, theory, leads to a non-senri-simple parabolic gauge group of dimension 27. If 
however one turns one's attention to the d»4 exceptional MESGT obtained from the 
J , theory in d=S by simple dimensional reduction then the 28 vector fields of the 
four dimensional theory transform in the adjoint of an SO (8) = SO(6,2) subgroup of 
the Ej, « . symmetry. Thus one may be able to preserve the irreducihuity of the 
exceptional N=*2 MESGT in d=4 by g»"r"E its SO (8) symmetry [33]. Given that 
there is a unified exceptional Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity in d=4 one is led to 
consider again whether it could have a d=5 counterpart. A very suggestive 
indication is the recent construction of the SU(4) gauged N=8 supergravity in d=5 
[34,35,36]. As for d=4, the natural ground state is anti-de Sitter space and, as 
suggested by the relevant AdS, supergroup SU(2,2/4), the gauge group is SU(4). 
Now the ungauged rl=8 theory has 27 vector fields (just like the exceptional N=2 
theory). Which decompose as IS + 6 + 6_ under an SU(4) subgroup of the Eg... 
symmetry. If SU(4) is gauged then the vector fields in the (6+6) representation of 
SU(4) would have to acquire a mass. In fact, what happens is that these would-be 
massive vector fields must be replaced [34-36] by a complex anti-symmetric tensor 
field A in the 6 representation of SU(4), satisfying an "odd dimensional 
self-duality" condition [37]. Moreover, in addition to SU(4) gauged theory, all the 
gauged N=8 supergravity theories with simple non-compact gauge groups have been 
constructed [35,36,38]. These non-compact groups correspond to different real 
forms of SO(6) = SU(4). The most remarkable of these theories is the one with 
gauge group SU(3.1) [38,39]. This theory is the first example of a gauged maximal 
(N=8) supergravity theory with zero cosmological constant and a stable ground 
state. In fact the ground state of the SU(3,1) gauged N=8 theory in d=5 has N=2 
supersymmetry. Furthermore the potential introduced by the "gauging" is such 
that it vanishes identically when one restricts the scalar manifold Eg^gyj^-g. to 
its subspace SU {fV-tt—jgi- ™ s s h o w s t h a t this remarkable theory is simply the 
N=3 supersymmetric extension of the unique unified N=2 Yang-Muls/Einstein 
supergravity with gauge group SU(3.1) we discussed above. The close similarities 
between the exceptional N=2 supergravities and the N=8 supergravity then strongly 
suggests that there should exist an SU(3,1) gauged exceptional N=2 
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Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity theory in which 12 of the vector fields of the 
ungauged theory are dualized to anti-symmetric tensor fields. The latter theory 
must also have a zero cosmological constant. 

On the other hand an anti-de Sitter gauged version of the J, was 
obtained by a consistent truncation of the SU(4) gauged N=8 supergravity [36]. This 
anti-de Sitter N=2 Yang-MUls/Einstein supergravity has SU(3)xU(l) local gauge 
symmetry and 6 of the vector fields of the ungauged Jl theory are replaced by 
anti-symmetric tensor fields. Again one expects to have an exceptional N=2 
anti-de Sitter Yang-Mills/Einstein supergravity with SU(3)xU(l) local gauge 
symmetry and with 18 anti-symmetric tensor fields that replace 18 of the vector 
fields of the ungauged -J, theory [36]. These and related issues on the gauged 
exceptional supergravity theories are presently under study [33]. 

This work was supported in part under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under 
contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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